FACEBOOK:
Shortly after the tardy bell rang,
I asked my middle school art students to come to the
front of the room and to gather around me in a
semi-circle. Commotion accompanied this shuffle,
but the students quieted once seated. I climbed onto
the demonstration table and sat with my legs crossed
just a few feet away from the onlookers.
I began speaking softly: "Late Sunday night I was
surfing the Internet and discovered a new website
called Fantasy Facebook. While on this site, I realized
that I had the opportunity to potentially friend
anyone, from the past to the present." I then passed
around some of my favorite Grateful Dead 'bootleg'
cassettes and tattered ticket stubs. I showed my art
students a few 8 "xlO " photographs of lead guitarist
and singer, Jerry Garcia. The Grateful Dead para phernalia smelled like Nag Champa incense and
reminded me of my college years.
In a whisper, I continued speaking to an attentive
class, "1 was able to search for and to locate the late

Jerry Garcia on Fantasy Facebook. After posting a
very unique image and description of myself, I asked
Jerry to be my friend. He accepted." By that point, the
students realized I had made up the story, and
smiled.
"Each of you will create your own unique image by
constructing a self-portrait sculpture, which will serve
as your profile picture on an imaginary website called
Fantasy Facebook." Finally, I asked individual
students, "Who would you like to friend on Fantasy
Facebook?"

An Exploration
of Students'
Cultural Sources
BY AMBER E. WA RD
During the last 2 years, I have bee n reconn ectin g with friend s
and acquaintances from my rece nt, and not so recent, past on
Facebook. Fond memories have fi lled my head while perusing
familiar photographs from as far back as the 1980s. I have also
experienced a hint of anxiety when remin ded of th at tumultuous
and unsettling developmental stage we know as adolescence.
Influenced by the cultural standards of my m iddle-class
upbringing, I first conformed with, and then later rebelled against
the status quo. Thinking back, I wish I had been give n the
freedom and opportunity to reall y explore my values and beli efs
during adolescence.
When examin ing my middle school art students, I questioned
the ways in which cultural sources migh t have impacted their
aesthetic choices with regard to personal appea ran ce. I also
wondered how these cultura l sources m ight have inspired
students' aesthetic choices when const ructing art. Specifically,
I asked : What kinds of cultural so urces infl uence the aesth eti c
choi ces middle school art students make when constructing a
self-portrait sculpture to comm unicate self-identi ty to a chose n
friend? I co nsider cultural sources to be informati on "fram ed by
established systems of shared meanings, beliefs, values, and
understanding" (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2005, p. 48) developed
through social groups or establish men ts li ke fa mily and fri ends,
acade mic institutions, and the popul ar medi a of entertainment
and marketing (Banks, 1993). In sho rt, social group s and their
transmitted messages inform a culture's val ues and beliefs.
Second, aesthetic choices are "the conscious arrangement of
selected se nsory elements that commun icate an intended
meaning" (S. Johnson, personal co mmunicati on, Dece mb er 19,
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2009). Third, to communicate means th e way
middle school art students transmit messages
or exchange in fo rmation in ord er to fee l
co nnected. Lerner, Freund, De Stefan is, and
Haberm as (2001 ) defin e self-identity as "a
psycho-social constru ct th at represents th e
meshing, or integration, of personality and
th e contemporaneous (s ituati onal) and
historical context" (p. 34). Self-identity
relates to the way middle school art students
want to be perceived by someo ne th ey value
(S. Johnson, personal com municati on, March
28, 2009). A chosen f riend is an individual
viewer from Fantasy Facebook whom the
middle school art student values and would
like to befri end. This fri end co uld be rea l or
imagined; from the past, present, or future;
and famous or unkn own.
I have been deeply committed to shaping
an art curriculum th at offers students a more
meaningful and auth entic experi ence. In
addition, I have been interested in th e noti on
of students as victims of their popular cultu re
pro nounced by many co ntemp orary art
education scholars. Young peo ple seem much
more complex th an this. I tested th ese
assumptions by ca refully co nsiderin g th e
art making processes and fin al artwork of my
middle school art students. The Fantasy
Faceboo k: Self- Port rait Sculpture instructi onal unit served as th e case for an investi gation of the kinds of cultural so urces th at
in fl uence stud ents' aestheti c choices.
Seventh - and eighth- grade 3-D Art students
worked on this unit each day fo r 8 weeks and
seemed to love eve ry moment of it. Lea rning
outcomes emph as ized: (I) designing
preliminar y sketches and interpreting plan
worksheets to develop ideas fo r artwork; (2)
drawing from observation and applying this
knowledge to new applications (i.e.,
sc ulpting); (3) synthesizing and analyz ing
medi a, techniques, and processes to create a
unique and expressive self-po rtrait sc ul pture;
and (4) formulating responses to artwork
fro m thoughtful, empatheti c, and analytical
poi nts of view. Using authenti c assess ment,
the students and I exam ined their prelimi nary sketches; plan worksheets; obse rvati on a  drawings; media, techn iqu e, and
process integration; and group discussions
developed within the Fantasy Facebook unit.
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Auth enti c assess ment is identified as a
meaningful , collaborative process whereby
students and teachers wo rk togeth er to
evaluate student perform ance and knowledge
gained du ring and after th e artm aking
process (A nd erso n & Mil brandt, 2005) .

Facebook instructional unit. I will th en
introduce three of my middle school art
students and images of their artwork created
as part of th e instructi onal unit.

The Big Idea

Many art edu cators realize that students'
artwork often informs how outsiders (i.e.
parents, fac ulty, ad ministrati on ) view th e
success of o ur programs. Desai and Chalmers
(2007) state, "Formalist notions of art that
still emph asize conformity and obedience
largely gove rn the kinds of art projects
assigned in school today" (p. 7). I consider
this and wonder: Do our instructi onal
approaches co ntinue to hearken back to the
18th -century origins of art education?
Stankiewicz (2001 ) states, "One motivation
fo r art educati on became the desire to
emulate one's betters by cultivating and
demonstratin g good taste, aesthetic
sensitivity, and artisti c skills" (p. 3). During
th e 18th centur y, for exa mpl e, upper class
North Americans "aspired to emulate
European aristoc racy by creating and living
in a world of beauty and refin ement"
(Stanki ewicz, 2001 , p. 3). In turn, the middle
class studi ed and imitated the upper class.
Th roughout art edu cati on history, formalist
ideals have molded and influenced aesth eti cs,
while neglecting to ackn owledge visual art as
a means of communi cati on, expression, and/
or social change. Howeve r, noteworthy art
educato rs have attempted to resolve this
disconn ect by examini ng the context
surroun ding artmaking and artwork. In the
fo llowing sec ti on, I will di sc uss these art
edu cators and introduce th e study of art and
context.

At th e begin nin g of th e instr uctional unit,
I asked individual students, "W ho would you
li ke to fr iend on Fa ntasy Facebook? " In doing
this, I ex posed students to the big idea of
fantasy. This gave th em an opportunity to
co mmunicate self-identity to a chosen f riend.
When communicating self-identi ty, stud ents
also revealed influential cultural sources.
Accordin g to Walker (2001 ), "Big ideasbroad, important human issues- are
characterized by compl exity, ambi guity,
co ntradicti o n, and multiplicity" (p. 1). She
co ntinues, "Because th ey provide artm aking
with signifi ca nce, big ideas are important to
th e wo rk of professional arti sts- and of
stu dents if student artm ak ing is to be a
mea nin g-mak ing end eavo r" (p. 1).
Durin g 8 yea rs as a middle school art
edu cato r, I have realized th at art stud ents are
th irsty fo r mea nin g and substance. They
crave and deserve more than:
• medi a-specific instru ction and
producti on;
• technical, skills- based instru cti on and
produ cti on; and/or
• presc ripti ve and formul aic "how- to"
instru cti on and produ cti on.
Please do not misund erstand. Art students
should obtain knowledge and understanding
of medi a, techniqu es, and processes. When
int roducing big ideas, students want to learn
these processes so th at th eir ar twork
acc urately and successfully delivers an
intend ed message. Instead of structurin g a
unit around linocuts or line, fo r exa mple, art
edu cators may want to co nsider pro moting
big ideas and artmakin g experiences that
allow students to communi cate their valu es,
beliefs, and self-identity. In th e next sec ti on,
I will outlin e two opposing theories within
our field: formalism and pragmatism. In
additi on, I will present a historical pe rspective on aesth etics while revealin g my
aesth etic philosophy th ro ugh th e Fantasy

A Tale of Two Theories
Formalism

Pragmatism
During th e late 19th and early 20th
ce ntury, John Dewey's pragmatic th eory
established a connec tion between aesthetics
and context. Dewey believed that aesthetics
we re communi cated, understood, and
examin ed by using kn owledge gathered from
relati onships and environments (Efland,
1990; Freedman, 2003). It is within this social
co ntext that viewe rs assign meaning and
value to a work of art. According to
Anderson and Milbrandt (2005), pragmatism

"focuses on the context in which a work is
made, seen, or used. An extensive examination of context is the most important factor
in determining the nature and value of a
work" (p. 84). In other words, pragmatism
supports the notion that aesthetics exist
socially and subjectively as values are
transmitted through viewers' unique
experiences and interpretations.
Beginning in the 1960s, pragmati c
ideology was again emphasized when
Vincent Lanier, Cor ita Kent, and June King
McFee combined visual arts with the
sociology of art and popular culture
(Chalmers, 2005). These progressive leaders
changed the course of art education by
introducing everyday objects as topics for
discussion and by re-introducing art as a
form of meaning-making and of communication. At that time, scholars also began to
debate the aesthetic qualities of both the
popular and fine arts. Conversations
surrounding context fueled such debates.
As we moved into the 21st century,
Dewey's views of aesthetics and context have
continued in visual culture art education
(VCAE). VCAE is the study of attitudes,
beliefs, and values from visual artifacts and
performances found in popular culture and
across other diSciplines (Duncum, 2001;
Tavin, 2003, 2005). When examining such
attitudes, beliefs, and values, the viewer gains
access to the social meaning as part of the
artifact and/or performance. Here again,
aesthetics exist within a social and subjective
context. Formalists, on the other hand,
believe that the value of an artwork depends
upon its ability to successfully utilize var ious
elements and principles of design. From this
perspective, aesthetics become objective and
emphasize power and beauty.

Through artmaking, the students engaged in
risk-taking by solving open -ended art
problems without predetermined solutions or
outcomes. In what follows, I introduce three
of my students and their artwork.

Mary, Almanzo, and Nellie
During the Fantasy Facebook instructional
unit, I closely studied three 3-D Art students
(via interviews, observations and written
responses), their artmaking processes, and
final artwork. After presenting each of the
three students, I identify the influential
cultural sources discovered during the
instructional unit. Using purposefu l
"maximum variation sampling" (Merriam,
1998, p. 62), I chose Mary, Almanza, and
Nellie (pseudonyms) with the following
criteria in mind: (1) gender diverSity, (2)
economic diversity, (3) ethnic diversity, and
(4) levels of class participation.' Such
diversity would allow for possible differences
in artmaking processes occurring in the
students' artwork during the Fantasy
Facebook instructional unit.

MARY. Mary's (see Figure 1) classmates
thought she was an excellent artist; certainly,
the number of drawings in her sketchbook
demonstrated hours of practice. These
sketches tended to be very colorful, wild, and
expressive. Mary chose to befriend Albert
Einstein on Fantasy Facebook. Her selfportrait sculpture reflected this choice (see
Figure 2). Mary valued originality. which she
learned through conversations held and visual
media seen within her academic and creative
culture.

Using authentic assessment,
the students and I examined
their preliminary sketches;
plan worksheets;
observational drawings;
media, technique, and process
integration; and group
discussions developed within
the Fantasy Facebook unit.

Disti nguished from formalism , VCAE
promotes empowerment as students examine
meanings associated with their influential
cultural sources (A nderson & Milbrandt,
2005) . Under the realm ofVCAE, I introd uced students to the big idea of fantasy
(Facebook), which allowed me to explore
students' influential cultural sources. During
the instructional unit, the students and I
investigated concepts that were personally
significant and relevant through dialogue.
Figure 1. Mary.
Figure 2. Mary's Self-Portrait Sculpture.
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Figure 3. Almanza.
Figure 4. Almanza's
Self-Portrait Sculpture.

RICe
ALMANZO. This hardworking, conscientious, and kind seventh-grade boy aimed to
please. Almanzo (see Figure 3) had fluffy
blonde hair, bright blue eyes, and a big smile.
He wanted to befriend football legend Jerry
Rice on Fantasy Facebook. Almanza's
self-portrait sculpture reflected this decision
(see Figure 4) . Almanzo valued both athletics
and the relationship with his father. He
learned these values through conversations
held and visual media seen within personal
and popular culture.
NELLIE. Nellie (see Figure 5) was a bright
and confident seventh-grader. She partici pated in the middle school's selective and
competitive gifted education program. Nellie
hoped to befriend Barack Obama on Fantasy
Facebook. Her self-portrait sculpture
reflected this selection (see Figure 6).
Nellie valued both her ethnicity and
conventional (social) beauty. She
learned these values through
conversations held and visual media
seen within personal and popular
culture.

meanings. These meanings are constructed
in a group context, through dialogue" (p. 6).
While observing the three students, I
overheard several comments and questions,
such as: "No offense, but yo ur skin color is
really dark"; "Can I make [my sc ulpture)
skinnier than I actually am?"; and "Why do
you want to meet Albert Einstein?'~
Contemporary art educators like Paul
Duncum (1999, 2001) and Kerry Freedman
(1994,2000,2003) continue to argue that the
popular and visual culture pervading
advertising and entertainment media have
been increasingly important in shap ing
students' personal aesthetics. However, it is
reasonable to question whether popular
culture has created defenseless victims, or

subjects of its bombardment of messages
(Eisenhauer, 2006). By studying the students
and their artwork during the Fantasy
Facebook instructional unit, I investigated
concerns sim ilar to those raised by these
scholars. I also gained greater clarity
regarding the kinds of cultural sources that
influenced the aesthetic choices middle
school students made when communicating
self-identity in an artwork. When comparing
and cont rasting Mary, Almanzo, and Nellie's
influential cultural sources, two overarching-yet disparate- themes emerged: (1)
visual media from popular culture, and (2)
verba l language from personal culture. [n the
remainder of this article, I examine the
themes more closely by providing examples.

Through the Fantasy Facebook
instructional unit, I was interested in
revealing my students' voices as they
expressed the social values that
influenced their everyday lives.
Anderson and Milbrandt (2005) state
that "from a postmodern perspective, any given meaning exists only in
a sOcially constructed web of other
Figure 5. Nellie.
Figure 6. Nellie's Self-Portrait Sculpture.
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By analyzing interviews and final artwork, I learned that my three
students became personally empowered when constructing a self-portrait
sculpture to communicate self-identity to a chosen friend.
Visual Media from Popular
Culture
Visual medi a from popular culture
influenced the aesthetic choices middle
school art students make when constructing
a self-portrait sculpture to communicate
self-identity to a chosen friend. Almanzo and
Nellie used visual medi a from popular
culture as a form of visual communication
by consciously arranging their physical
features and by selecti ng their media.
Through this com munication, these two
hoped to be understood by and to be
attractive to their Fa ntasy Facebook friends .
Alman zo valued socio-cultural symbols
th at emphasized an athletic physical
appearance when attempting to attract Rice's
attention. The life-sized bust (see Figure 4)
had a serious and foc used gaze and expressionless body language like a trading card
image. Notably, Almanzo and his father
traded football cards as a favorite pastime. In
addition, Almanzo's sculpture's hair was
to usled, as if just finishing a workout or
game. The sc ulpture wore one of Almanzo's
tee shirts and a purchased football jersey,
which he embellished with "80" and "Rice~'
Trading cards also reveal a player's team
number and last name. In contrast, Nellie's
feminine sc ulpture (see Figure 6) stood 13"
tall. Her sc ulpture's phys ical characteristics,
body posture, and youthful clothing
appeared to be aligned with qualities
common to Barbie dolls. During 3-D Art
class- and as part of a teacher-directed
response-Nellie wrote, "I want [Obama] to
be attracted to me for all of my beautiful
reasons~' Nellie seemed to believe that
Obama would find conventional (social)
beauty va luable and attractive. Seemingly,
Almanzo and Nellie abandoned their real
self- identities in favor of creating what they
believed to be more attractive selves.
According to Rolling (2004) and SmithShank (2004), self-ide ntities are ever-

changing signs "constructed from personal
experience, from interpsychological detritus,
from cultural debri s, [and] from popular
residue" (Rolling, 2004, p. 72). With this in
mind, adolescents' self-identities are often
entirely subjective and in a constant state of
flux. These changes occur as they construct
new knowledge about their social groups
and institutions. Arguably, the act of vis ual
communication and attraction thro ugh
self-portraiture may be interpreted as an
exercise in self-identity exploration and not
abandonment. Almanzo and Nellie represented themselves through an evol utionary
process that combined ideas from experi ences and interactions with objects from
personal and popular culture.

r also discovered that all three students
became personally empowered through the
identification process wi th their chosen
friends. During an interview, I questioned
Mary about her sc ulpture's posture. She
replied, "I'm pointing at [the whiteboard]
harshly, like ... r stand up for what 1 believe."
Through the Fantasy Facebook unit, J
learned that Mary valued originality and
imagination. Almanzo stated, "Whenever I
wear a jersey, it makes me feel that I've
encouraged myself to keep on moving and
try my best:' Also during an interview, Nellie
said, "I want to meet Barack Obama. He is
the first African American president. He is
very inspiring because he beat some pretty
steep odds ~' She continued, "Besides [having
similar] skin color, we have a lot of the same
views." When sculpting th eir artwork, Mary,
Almanzo, and Nellie all added garments or
clothing remnants from home, includ ing: a
shirt, a blouse, and blue jeans. To summarize, by analyzing interviews and final
artwork, I learned that my three students
became personall y empowered when
co nstructing a self-portrait sculpture to
communicate self-identity to a chosen friend.

Verbal Language from Personal
Culture
Verbal (in contrast with visual or written)
language from personal culture was the
second overarching th eme from this
instructional unit. With help from
Ballengee-Mo rris and Stuhr (200l), I define
verbal language fro m personal culture as
conversations and interactions within one's
family, friends, and peers that help defin e
gender, religion, ethni city, and economic
class. Verbal language from personal culture
influenced the aestheti c choices middle
school art students make, but not as
prevalently as the previous theme: visual
media from popular culture. Interes tingl y, it
seems that verbal language from personal
culture influenced students' aesthetic choices
more profoundly, especially when choosing a
friend on Fantasy Facebook.
All three students admired , respected, and
honored their Fantasy Facebook fri ends (i.e.
Einstein, Rice, and Obama). Both Almanzo
and Nellie di scovered th eir friends through
dialogue with their parents while Mary
learned about Einstein from her third-grade
science teacher. Almanzo wanted to befriend
the legendar y football star Jerr y Rice on
Fantasy Facebook. He learned about Rice as
a young boy through conversations with his
fat her. Early in th e unit I discovered th at
Almanzo and hi s father had a very close
relationship and enj oyed spending time
together. This relationship inspired Almanzo
to value Rice and to choose him as afriend.
Nellie hoped to befriend Barack Obama.
Similarly, Nellie learn ed about her friend
from her fa mily. During an interview Nellie
stated, "[The Obamas] focus a lot on the
family, which is really good. They have a lot
of family va lues in co mm on with [my
family]:' Like Obama, Nellie is birac ial. I also
learn ed that th e communication within
Nellie's fa mil y fueled her ethnic pride. This
pride appeared to influence Nellie's aesthetic
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I argue that there is a more significant, authentic, and balanced
understanding of the complex relationship between a variety of
cultural influences and the role of aesthetics in students' lives.
choices not only when constructing a
self-portrait sculpture to communicate
self-identity, but also when choosing Obama
as a friend. In summary, verbal language
from personal culture deeply influenced
students' aesthetic choices and choice of

communicate a significance or meaning" (p.
29). Because these students' aesthetic choices
led to an exhibition of cultural signs that
visually attracted and commu nicated, I have
concluded that aesthetics can become
sociall y functional.

friends.
According to Eaton (1988), "Our
languages and what we value are tightly
interwoven . As we learn to use words, we
also learn what our culture considers worth
talking about. Thus aesthetic values are
transmitted through language" (pp. 143-144).
As I have demonstrated, language influenced
Mary, Almanza, and Nellie's aesthetic values.
Eaton (1988) has defined aesthetic value as,
"the value a thing o r event has due to its
capacity to evoke pleasure that is recognized
as arising from features in the object
traditionally considered worthy of attention
and reflection" (p. 143). In other words,
socio/c ultural values and language aid in
determining the aesthetic value of a thing or
event.
To summarize, popular culture influenced
students' personal aesthetics. In this case,
students used visual media from p opular
culture to attract the attention of an
individual that they truly admired, respected,
and honored. Through the identification
process, students became personally
empowered. While infl uential, I do not
believe that visual media from popular
culture creates defenseless victims, or
subj ects of its bombardment of messages
(Eisenhauer, 2006). When sc ulpting, Mary,
Almanza, and Nellie seemed to consciously
arrange their physical features and select
their media in order to transmit messages.
Therefore, the students seemed to understand visual media from popular culture as a
universal language comm un icated within
and by specific social groups or establishments. Deacon (2006) states, "One of the key
elements ... that distinguishes art from mere
adornment is the enigmatic tendency to
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Conclusion
Some contemporary art educators have
used pragmatic theory as a platform to
suggest th at students' personal aesthetics are
primarily assembled and understoo d
through the visual media of popular culture.
However, I argue that there is a more
significant, authentic, and balanced understanding of the complex relationship between
a variety of cultural influences and the role of
aesthet ics in students' lives. Ideally, I wou ld
like to find m ore VCAE literature addressing
thi s intricate relation ship.
Through the Fantasy Facebook instructional unit, I stud ied Mary, Almanza, and
Nellie, their artmaking processes, and final
artwork. This experience has improved my
instructional approaches and has the
potential to improve other teaching practices
within the fie ld of art education. By striving
to translate theory into practice and by
suggesting that art educators introduce
students to the big ideas that explore values,
beliefs, and self-identity, I h ave advocated for
instructio n that offers students a more
meaningful and authentic experience. Such
art instruction m ay offer art educators new
ways to engage students through deeper
learning, thus informing and transforming
the way visual art is currently taught in
schools.
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Educator for Shawnee Mission School
District, Shawnee, Kansas. She conducted
this research in partial fulfillment of degree
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at Maryland In stitute College of Art.
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ENDNOTE
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